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Image:
The FBI issues alert to warn enterprises about LockerGoga and MegaCortex ransomware

The actors behind the two ransomware were found using stolen login credentials,
SQL injections, phishing attacks, and several other techniques to gain entry into a
corporate network

The FBI has issued an alert to warn enterprises about LockerGoga and MegaCortex
ransomware that are targeting large organisations and businesses in western countries.
"Since January 2019, LockerGoga...
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Zynga's September security breach compromised accounts of 173 million Farmville and
Words with Friends players
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Apple is reportedly developing satellite technology to beam internet data to users' devices
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Software

Interview: Sunlight, AI & Machine Learning Awards finalist

"Sunlight was born out of a collaboration with ARM in 2013 and that was to build a
lightweight hypervisor that could really efficiently virtualise low power and embedded
processor platforms"
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Software

How unified testing can address your software challenges

Every organisation has some element of software used across their business, and a
multitude of related challenges: ranging from fragmented analytics and legacy tools, to
decentralised automation efforts limiting the ability to scale.
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